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The inside story of a case that illustrates the horrific perils of unchecked prosecutorial

overreach, written by the man who experienced it firsthand.Raj Rajaratnam, the respected

founder of the iconic hedge fund Galleon Group, which managed $7 billion and employed 180

people in its heyday, chose to go to trial rather than concede to a false narrative concocted by

ambitious prosecutors looking for a scapegoat for the 2008 financial crisis. Naively perhaps,

Rajaratnam had expected to get a fair hearing in court. As an immigrant who had achieved

tremendous success in his adopted country, he trusted the system. He had not anticipated

prosecutorial overreach—inspired by political ambition—FBI fabrications, judicial compliance,

and lies told under oath by cooperating witnesses. In the end, Rajaratnam was convicted and

sentenced to eleven years in prison. He served seven and a half.Meanwhile, not a single senior

bank executive responsible for the financial crisis was even charged.Uneven Justice is the

story of his bewildering and confounding prosecution by forces who, quite frankly, were looking

for bigger game. When Rajaratnam refused to support the narrative that would make that

happen, he and the Galleon Group became collateral damage. A cautionary tale with

implications for us all, Uneven Justice is both a riveting page-turner and an eye-opening lesson

in the vagaries of justice when an unscrupulous prosecutor is calling the shots.
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charged with insider trading. I chose to fight the charges against me because I was

innocent.The prosecutors alleged that 0.01 percent of all my trades between 2005 and 2009

were illegal.I understood that in the U.S., there is a 97 percent conviction rate (similar to China

and Russia) and a punitive trial penalty for those who dare to go to trial. Empirical studies have

shown that the trial penalty is just about double that handed to those who plead guilty. If a

defendant agrees to become a cooperating witness, helping the government with testimony—

regardless of the truth—to convict another defendant, the cooperating witness gets a much-

reduced sentence and in many cases, just parole.I understood the stakes. I chose to go to trial.

Why? It’s a question I’ve since been asked hundreds of times. Why? Why jeopardize

everything? Because to my core, I believed I would get a fair hearing. And with a fair hearing

and a rational exposition of the facts, the truth would have prevailed. Until my arrest, I had the

highest regard for the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI). Until 2009, I believed that most Americans felt that way. Since then, of course, the

American public has become jaded about the sanctity of these institutions due to multiple

examples of overreach and excess. Certain DOJ and FBI sections operate, each attempting to

further its own agenda, with no regard for Constitutional checks and balances. The terms “fake

news,” the “Deep State” are bandied about with almost wild abandon, humor, and satire. The

public now assumes the existence of “fake news” alongside “authentic” news with little effort

toward journalistic integrity. During the time of my arrest and trial, information from the media,

DOJ, and FBI was absorbed with unquestioned “Trust,” although some would argue that the

Deep State had existed for many years. While I still believe that the vast majority of those who

work for the DOJ and the FBI are people of integrity, this book is an attempt to shed light on

the corrupt few who act with impunity and destroy lives and families to further their career

ambitions.From the moment of my arrest, the narrative of my story was recast with a precise

agenda shaped to direct public attention away from the stark horror of the 2007–2008 financial

crisis while promoting media idolatry of the publicity-hungry and ambitious rookie U.S. Attorney

Preet Bharara, who became a demigod, the “Sheriff of Wall Street” riding into battle against

me, a villain relentlessly personified as evil incarnate on the front pages of every major

newspaper around the world. Wanton disregard for the law, acknowledged by the judge at my



trial, allowed a corrupt element within the FBI, Agent BJ Kang, to falsify documents leading to

my arrest and falsify testimony leading to my conviction. I faced prosecutorial misconduct at its

finest. The overzealous media, feasting on a human story they could sell every day, also

profoundly prejudiced any hope of gathering an impartial jury by the time of the trial. These

three institutions, ostensibly guardians of the public interest, charged with impartiality and

integrity, bore down in a concerted campaign to make me the face of the financial crisis. My

arrest and subsequent trial, a two-year process, deflected attention from a glaring fact: not one

major banker was held accountable for the 2008 global meltdown. No arrests. No searing

prosecution. No jail time.In the midst of a financial crisis that brought a multitrillion-dollar world

economy to its knees, these three institutions, independently and collectively, targeted a tiny

slice of the U.S. financial industry, hedge funds; honed in on a single hedge fund, Galleon;

isolated only me, its CEO, who had recently become one of the few immigrants on Wall Street

to be identified as a billionaire; and built a fabulous and intricate tale of “sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’

roll” to entertain the public and build their own reputations. Their two-year reality series was

successful beyond measure.Preet Bharara, then the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of

New York (SDNY), used my prosecution to launch an unprecedented press campaign to

promote himself. Bharara ran roughshod over the truth, standard DOJ protocols, and the

office’s own dignity in his extraordinary zeal to convict me. Time Magazine put Bharara on its

cover, their headline proclaiming “This Man Is Busting Wall St.” It was Preet’s finest moment.

Bharara did not touch the real perpetrators of the 2008 financial crisis: Wall Street’s top

bankers. In 2014, in a rare moment of sheepish public acknowledgement, both Bharara and the

influential New York Magazine observed that the insider cases—“made our careers, but they

(didn’t) change the world.”1Bharara’s impotent and poisoned approach to the nonprosecution

of criminal activity on Wall Street—ranging from the mortgage bankers who precipitated the

financial crisis (Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers), the money-laundering of drug cartels

(HSBC), and the encouraging of tax evasion by U.S. citizens (UBS, CSFB)—is now the defining

legacy of his tenure. Each of these firms settled civil charges by paying billions of dollars in

fines using shareholder money, but not one single person was criminally charged or individually

fined. Every one of the insider trader prosecutions was criminal. The towering hypocrisy

remains startling.The prosecution under Bharara’s watch advanced a theory of trading to

prosecute me and several others that the Appeals Court of the Second Circuit subsequently

overruled, criticizing it for “doctrinal novelty.” Soon after my trial in May 2011, then-

Commissioner of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Mary Shapiro gloated that

“the beauty of insider trading laws is the flexibility in interpreting them.”The lead prosecutor in

my case, Jonathan Streeter, said in December 2012, “Insider trading cases are confusing to

investment professionals.” He went on to add, “There is incredible confusion on what is illegal

and it’s a real problem. The law is very complicated and the lines are a bit murky.” A U.S.

attorney, the prosecution in my trial, and the head of the SEC all acknowledged their

reservations about a “murky” set of laws but had no “murky” reservations using them liberally in

my case and at my trial.2The FBI agent overseeing my case, Special Agent Kang, lied on his

sworn affidavit to obtain wiretap authorization of my phone. Recognizing there had been

government misconduct, Judge Richard Holwell, who presided over my trial case, issued a

searing criticism of the wiretap application used by Agent Kang, reprimanding him for “reckless

disregard for the truth with respect to both probable cause and necessity.”3 The judge went on

to add that “false and misleading statements and omissions pervaded the affidavit [submitted

by Special Agent Kang] so extensively that it was impossible for the authorizing judge to have

the constitutionally required determination for the issuance of the wiretap…rather than provide



a full and complete statement as required by the law, the wiretap affidavit made full and

complete omissions and included literally false information.”4Kang did not stop at blowing

through truth on paper. He menaced and threatened my family and employees with

prosecution, frightened away crucial defense witnesses, and routinely leaked false information

to the media, churning up an unabated feeding frenzy that shredded me in the court of public

opinion. Kang took his cues from the playbook of publicly reviled former FBI Director J. Edgar

Hoover. I was tried, convicted, and sentenced in the press even before I fully understood the

charges against me. The atmosphere was so toxic that my lead counsel, veteran defense

lawyer John Dowd, said “the prejudicial publicity orchestrated by the USA was so palpable in

the courtroom…It was the most toxic atmosphere of any case I ever tried.”My defense team led

by John Dowd, along with expert testimony from a former SEC legal counsel, repeatedly

highlighted that all the information discussed in the wiretaps was already in the public domain.

Every bit of information was in the public domain. It did not matter. No amount of truth could

overcome the false testimony trained into the cooperating witnesses by Streeter, his team of

prosecutors, and Bharara, who sat on the sidelines, waiting in eager anticipation for any

opportunity for a press conference. Each of the cooperating witnesses had committed his own

set of crimes unrelated to Galleon. Yet each chose to testify against me as an opportunity to

reduce their probable and respective sentences. That they were perjuring themselves was

irrelevant; the government coerced them into an immediate mandate to take me down. Even

the government’s star witness, Anil Kumar, offered damning testimony under oath in my case

only to recant the very same sworn testimony three years later during the trial of my brother.

My brother was subsequently acquitted as a result of the revised and opposite version of Anil

Kumar’s testimony. A few newspapers picked up on this gross disparity, but that was the extent

of the reaction—the courts rejected our attempts at a formal hearing. The fact of perjury had no

consequence. The cycle was vicious. “Innocent until proven guilty,” the cornerstone philosophy

of the American judicial system, was proving to be a farce.I was convicted by a jury, sentenced

to eleven years in jail, and paid fines of over $150 million. The irony is that even in setting the

fines, the prosecutors working in tandem with the media kept up the unceasing drumbeat of

punishment for the financial crisis. Never mind that I did not personally make any money from

the alleged trades. And never mind that not one single investor sued me. Galleon went through

an orderly process of closing down the firm and returned all investor funds including a gain of

22 percent. Not a single investor lost money. Most important to me, personally, was that not

one single investor sued me.In July 2019, I was released after serving seven and a half years

of my eleven-year sentence under the First Step Act.I wrote this book entirely in prison and by

hand. I began by writing about an hour a day. Soon that increased to two hours. Then three. I

am choosing to publish the book for two specific reasons: first, I want my peers, professionals

who understand the nuances of managing money, to hear the facts of my case. I want them to

judge me. It is my assertion that I was entrapped, framed, unlawfully wiretapped, surveilled,

and then made to endure a brutal and very public media lynching.Second, and more

importantly, I want to begin a public discussion by creating awareness of how certain corrupt

prosecutors and FBI agents are allowed to get away with criminal behavior. There are no

checks and balances in our justice system. Recently there has been a lot of discussion as to

whether the president should be above the law. The president is so closely scrutinized that

doing anything against the law would ring alarms bells the world over. Instead, my assertion is

that the focus should be on the corruption within the American judicial system, on a handful of

corrupt U.S. attorneys who live their lives exempt from the law by which they control the lives of

others and the rest of the country. In this book, I will show how ambitious prosecutors actively



take advantage of murky laws and coerce testimony from government witnesses to obtain

wrongful convictions. Winning at all costs, regardless of the truth, appears at every level to be

an operative mantra. I realize there is only one book I can write to set the record straight. This

is it.My story is also about greed. In all its forms, greed boils down to avarice, hunger, power,

money, ambition. All of these are readily available and identifiable in the financial industry, by

definition. In fact, I would say that in the financial industry, greed is effectively a cliché with fear

being on the flip side of a pair trade. Fear and greed are easy to communicate, and the media

homes in on these aspects of Wall Street. But what I would like to do in this book is to home in

on the excess and greed in the judicial system. Ambition in the judicial system also translates

to power and money, a far more insidious and dangerous consequence to society because it

goes unchecked. After I was convicted, the press had a field day speculating whether the new

sheriff of Wall Street, Preet Bharara, was actually in line to succeed Eric Holder as the next

U.S. attorney general when Holder stepped down. Although Bharara was at first coy about his

intentions, he eventually made clear his goal to secure the job based on his work prosecuting

Wall Street. He may have wanted the job but did not get it.The same ambitions were true for

the three government prosecutors in my case—all three left government shortly after closing

out my case for higher-paying jobs as partners in leading law firms. They and their new

employers spent considerable effort drumming up business on the heels of the skills honed

during their time as former prosecutors to future defendants accused of insider trading. They

had no problem making the transition from denouncing apparent “greed” in the financial

markets to defending that same greed, switching sides in an effective demonstration of greed.

As partners at leading law firms, they would be highly compensated. The “protectors from

greed” sold themselves to the highest bidder, all under the trusting gaze of an unaware public.

The door meant to separate and maintain a balance between the public and the private sectors

revolves efficiently and profitably.It is important to understand context of the time and the

prevailing mood of the country in October of 2009, when I was arrested. In 2008, we had seen

the near collapse of the financial system and the wiping out of trillions of dollars of home equity

and life savings of the American middle class. The government was forced to bail out the major

banks. An estimated $7 trillion in U.S. household assets were wiped out. The public was

clamoring for blood and there was no blood forthcoming. From anywhere.I had nothing to do

with the housing crisis. I was an easy target for politicians, for prosecutors, for pundits, and for

Bharara, who had just been handed leadership of the Southern District of NY, including a

mandate for bringing Wall Street under control. I was a successful and expendable hedge fund

manager who employed just 250 people. We obtained an overwhelming amount of information

on a daily basis and my trading was 100 percent consistent with the written recommendations

of my analysts. In all cases, I had a preexisting position in the stock before allegedly receiving

the “tip.” In 2009 and even today, insider trading laws are murky at best and often (intentionally)

misinterpreted by prosecutors. The government painted our systematic, well-researched

investing as being criminal. Theirs was an overreach of enormous proportions to show that

Wall Street fat cats were being brought to justice. If I am guilty, then the entire investment

business should be declared illegal.As the Wall Street Journal noted insightfully,“Under

standard rhetoric, the public is somehow cheated by all this, but the standard rhetoric is

nonsense. The public isn’t damaged because another party wants to sell or buy (and most

hedge funds strive to make sure their trading doesn’t affect prices anyway). But a cynic might

note one thing: insider trading law provides a bottomless reservoir of (supposed) financial

‘crime’ for Washington to investigate whenever it needs a Wall Street prosecution to flounce in

front of the press.”5As a child, having gone to boarding school in a foreign country at the age of



eleven, I learned quickly and early to be a fighter, a scrapper. This is a blessing and a curse.

Over the years, I have learned that you don’t always have to fight. The kindness of many

people has defanged and disarmed me to a large extent. However, when people try to take

advantage of me, I have to respond. I don’t back down. And I am fortunate to have been

blessed with the mental fortitude and financial resources to fight for my innocence. Too many

people do not have these things. They plead guilty to indictments they cannot challenge. In my

experience, about 10 percent of the inmates at the prison in which I spent seven and a half

years were innocent.When I was researching the Justice Department while in prison, I came

across a paragraph that struck a chord in me. Unfortunately, I did not write down the name of

the author or the source. “Criminal punishment is the greatest power that governments use and

wield against their own people. When employed justly and appropriately, it is vital to any safe

and productive society. But when employed aggressively based on vague laws and personal

agendas the criminal justice system unnecessarily destroys lives, livelihoods, and

families.”Oddly, my experience of the law has left me without rage or a sense of victimhood.

Although I would never say I am grateful for the experience, I can say with confidence that I like

myself better because of it. When I finally broke through the wall of despair, I realized I had

gained a sense of peace and awareness that had opened me up and cracked me free. I

realized how incredibly strong the human mind is and that nothing can beat a person who

refuses to be beaten.Finally, I want to say that despite what happened to me as a result of a

corrupt prosecutor, I love this country just as much as I did before I went to prison. I feel truly

blessed to be one of the 5 percent of the world population who live in America. I do not see

people lined up to immigrate to China, Russia, or Japan, for example.As I reflect on my

circumstances and my past, I’m confident that if God had arrived at my doorstep—with a

crystal ball—when I was eleven and told me, “Raj, I will give you the wife and children you see

here, these friends, ensure that both your parents live long and happy lives, and give you also

the ability to help the less fortunate, but you need to sacrifice about seven years of your life,” I

would have taken that deal in a New York second.I feel very fortunate.I am very fortunate.Raj

RajaratnamChapter 1My Personal Black Swan: October 16, 2009On Friday, October 16, 2009,

I woke up at 5:30 a.m. as usual. It was still dark outside and I could see the mist on the East

River. It was drizzling. The breeze coming off the river at this elevation was strong, making the

windows rattle. My home was quiet; all were sleeping. Next door, my parents were also asleep,

and it was a great comfort for me to have them right there. A wave of coziness passed through

me. It felt so right and good. All was well, as it should be. It was going to be an overcast day. I

love this time of the morning by myself.I made my cup of coffee and went through all the emails

I received overnight from our Asia analysts and brokers. By 6:15 a.m., I had sorted out my

questions, made decisions, and sent off my replies. I got on the exercise bike. My goal was

always forty-five minutes. Forty-five minutes of solitude before the day would come rushing in

as it did every day. I watched the TV news on mute as I biked. The news continued to be about

the financial market collapse a year ago, the newly elected President Obama, the routine

mentioning of the prisoners at Guantanamo Bay, and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.My day

was packed. I was leaving on a weeklong business trip that evening. My son had become a

teenager that week. The cake cutting was set for 5:00 p.m. After the cake cutting, he was going

to see a Knicks game at Madison Square Garden with a dozen of his friends while I headed to

JFK to catch the last flight to London.The next day, on Saturday, I planned to attend the

London premiere of Today’s Special, a film I had helped to finance. It was about a South Asian

immigrant living his dream of becoming a chef in New York.I was looking forward to the

meetings planned for Monday when I would meet with bankers to discuss a long-held dream: to



create a Sri Lanka country fund. After almost thirty years, the brutal ethnic war in Sri Lanka

had ended in May 2009. In all those thirty years, I often thought of my homeland.Throughout

those thirty years, international investors had largely avoided the Sri Lankan capital markets.

Now, with the end of the war, interest in the country’s equity markets was surging. Through

Galleon, we were planning to raise a $200 million fund to invest in equities, private companies,

and fixed income. Our timing was particularly good for those who understood and wanted

exposure to frontier markets.My travels did not end in London. On Tuesday, October 22, I

planned to fly to Geneva to meet with a few of Galleon’s larger Swiss investors. Tuesday was

also my wife’s fiftieth birthday. She wanted to have a quiet dinner together in Geneva on a boat

where, twenty-three years earlier, I had proposed to her.I continued on the bike, lost in

thought.Suddenly, I heard a very loud knock on the door. I was alarmed. My wife ran out of the

bedroom in her robe.“Who’s there?” I asked.“FBI! Open up!”I opened the door quickly.An FBI

agent, buzz cut and backed up by five other FBI agents, stood there blocking the entrance.He

growled, “Are you Raj Rajaratnam?”Obviously. Yes.Agent Kang: “Rajaratnam. You’re under

arrest.”“For what?” I asked.Kang said he would tell me later.He asked whether I had any guns

or drugs at home—no—and told me to get dressed.I went to my bedroom, got out of my

exercise clothes, put on a pair of jeans, shirt, and a blazer. I asked my wife to contact the office

at 8:00, an hour from then, and ask Galleon’s chief financial officer to get me a lawyer. I also

asked her not to cancel any of our upcoming flights—I was convinced there was a mistake.

She looked at me. I stopped. I put my arms around her and told her everything would be

okay.Walking out of the bedroom, I realized that my two younger children were hiding under the

blankets, their own terror overcoming concern for me, terrified of the bellowing voices. I did not

want them to come out, but they did.I would have recurring images throughout the day and the

weeks and months that followed of their vulnerability and their exposure to the terror and

danger of that moment.I returned to the FBI phalanx, a blur of dark blue jackets, crew cuts, and

cold.“Hold out your hands,” Kang barked. Again. I was handcuffed. I had no idea why.On the

way out, Kang said, “Take a good look at your son because you’re not going to see him for

twenty years.” Then he looked at my wife and turned to me, “Your wife doesn’t seem to be that

upset. She must be thinking about all that money she can spend now.”I was shocked. And

angry. There was nothing I could do about any of this.The FBI later officially denied that Agent

Kang made those statements. However, other defendants, including a portfolio manager at

Galleon, cited similar heavy-handed experiences at the hands of Agent Kang. It was designed

to traumatize my family and me. This was just the beginning. In fact, throughout my case, the

FBI acted as if witness intimidation and outright lies were standard procedure. It would seem

as if the FBI’s once-reviled leader, J. Edgar Hoover, were still at the helm of their

department.We rode in a black sedan to the FBI offices in downtown New York in complete

silence. My mind was racing. What in the world was this about? Nothing made sense.I would

later find out that the FBI typically makes their arrests early in the morning, hoping to catch

their defendants groggy, still waking up, which increases the defendants’ chances of

incriminating themselves. Friday morning arrests were an especially effective FBI intimidation

tactic: holding someone over the weekend without quick access to legal counsel was

particularly useful in eliciting information.At the FBI offices, I was taken to a room with no

windows. The lights were bright and florescent, like in a hospital—night and day became

undiscernible. There, I was asked to sit on a chair, in front of a table. Some of the officers who

had arrived to arrest me were standing against the wall. Agent Kang tossed me the charge

sheet. He told me I was accused of insider trading. Insider trading! I was shocked.Agent Kang

asked me to sign a waiver form and then began asking question after question. Among the first



things he did was to play me a recording of my assistant answering my phones in the office. He

had arranged this demonstration to show me my office phones were wiretapped. Then he

played me various recordings of telephone calls and spent the next several hours asking me

questions.I answered all their questions.Why would anyone answer even one question without

a lawyer being present? To me, my innocence was obvious. I had no doubt this was all simply a

mistake on the government’s part. I replied as best and as honestly as I could.Ironically, four

months earlier, we had hired an ex-FBI agent-turned-consultant to the financial industry for an

all-day seminar for Galleon employees. Our goal was to give employees a primer on FBI

interrogation techniques to make their analysis of companies more effective. Their job and our

daily work was to not just to ask questions but also to be able to differentiate an exaggerated

reply or outright lie from an accurate reply. I had initially been very skeptical of the seminar;

ultimately, not only did I approve it, I attended through most of that day. Throughout the

morning with Agent Kang, I had flashbacks of that seminar. I was experiencing an actual

interrogation. I recognized the techniques. Good cop. Bad cop. Threats. Intimidation. It could

have been comical if it weren’t unfortunately so real. The goal was not just to extract a guilty

plea. Their goal was to generate an agreement to cooperate against other people. It was an

attempt to generate an agreement to cooperate against my peers in the hedge fund industry.I

did neither.It was clear to me that Kang and the FBI agents had no idea how hedge funds and

investment firms operated. They were clueless, in fact, about the level of rigorous investment

analysis, the careful portfolio construction, the continuous risk management, and fluid

exchange of thoughts among portfolio managers. They had no idea. They were following a

narrative that they were all engaging in insider trading.Eventually, around 9:00 a.m., I was

allowed to call my office. It took a few hours to arrange for an attorney. I had no personal

lawyer, much less one who specialized in criminal law. Eventually the lawyer called. I had no

idea who he was. He had no idea about me or Galleon. However, he gave me a single and

immediate piece of sound advice: stop answering questions.While I was being interviewed by

the FBI, Preet Bharara, the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York, held a

nationally televised press conference. He gathered the SEC and the FBI into the room. They all

made a grand show of congratulating each other for the excellent work resulting in my arrest.

The SEC issued a press release with the headline, “SEC charges Billionaire Hedge Fund

Manager Raj Rajaratnam with Insider Trading.” From then on, the tag “billionaire hedge fund

manager” appeared to be permanently attached to my name.Preet Bharara displayed several

charts, each with me at the center of an “insider trading ring.” The concentric circles included

people I had never met nor even heard of. “This case should be a wake-up call to Wall Street

and to every hedge fund manager,” Preet Bharara proclaimed. “Greed is sometimes not good,”

he continued, turning on its head that iconic line by Michael Douglas’s character Gordon Gekko

in the 1987 film Wall Street. Bharara loved the camera. It was clear. He was quite the

showboat. I was the prize prop in his show.“He is not the master of the universe,” declared the

SEC representative. “Instead, Raj Rajaratnam is a ‘master of the Rolodex.’” It was verbal

nitroglycerine, designed to detonate with the media and the general public.Bharara did not tell

the press that even if the charges in the initial sheet were all true, Galleon had actually lost

over $30 million on these so-called “insider trades.” That would not have made for very good

press.Then came the infamous “perp walk.” Essentially, the prosecutor’s office invites the press

and television crews to watch as the defendant (even though at this stage he or she has not

been proven guilty and is technically presumed innocent) walks, handcuffed, about fifty feet

from the FBI office to the waiting police car, which will take him or her to the courthouse. It is

also called the “walk of shame” and this staged process seems to be reserved for high-profile



cases. It has only one purpose: publicly humiliate the defendant.There appeared to be

hundreds of people from the press. The television clips and photographs of my perp walk were

shown all over the world. I was in a daze and yet outraged about being framed in guilt with no

opportunity to understand the charges much less to rebut them. This would have been

considered to be highly prejudicial in other countries. I was amazed that our American judicial

system continues to allow these inflammatory and prejudicial practices.Preet Bharara made

the decision to put me through the perp walk. He had assumed the office just two months

earlier, a relatively unknown lawyer who had served until then as the general counsel for New

York Senator Charles Schumer. Hungry for celebrity, the limelight, political ambition, personal

recognition, and publicity, Bharara would make mine one of his “signature cases.” Interestingly,

after October 16, none of the other insider trading defendants were subjected to the perp walk,

even though one of the cases involved sums four times as large as the Galleon case. By the

end of my trial, and because of it, U.S. Attorney Bharara would achieve his highly coveted wide

recognition as the sheriff of Wall Street.I had little sense of time. The FBI agents had not

allowed me put on my watch. I had a sense from some of the comments that many of my family

and friends had gathered at the courthouse in my support. Sometime midafternoon, I finally

met my lawyer. He asked me a few basic questions about myself and any charitable work that I

had done. As he began preparing for my bail, he instructed my brother Rengan to retrieve

copies of my last five years’ tax returns from the Galleon offices to show the judge the extent of

my charitable work, which he did. Prosecutors would later claim that Rengan spent that time

destroying files.At the bail hearing, I learned that Anil Kumar, a former Wharton classmate and

business associate, had also been arrested that morning. He appeared first before Judge Doug

Eaton. He pled not guilty. The prosecutors agreed with the judge in granting him bail, secured

by his house in California. Little did I realize that out of fear and FBI intimidation, Anil would

change his plea, fabricate an elaborate and multifaceted story, and eventually testify against

me.It was my turn next. The prosecutors revved into high gear. They wanted me held in jail

pending my trial. They claimed I had “substantial assets overseas” and had “enormous

incentive to flee to [my] native Sri Lanka or elsewhere.”Judge Eaton looked at me. There are

generally two reasons for a judge to deny bail: one, if the defendant is a threat to society; and,

two, if the defendant is a flight risk.Even the prosecutors could not argue I was a threat to

society. They focused instead on my being a flight risk. Their rationale: My extensive travel and

assets held abroad. Blatant lies were not off the table. They insisted to the judge that I had a

sister who lived in South Africa. I have two sisters: one lives in New Jersey, the other then lived

in Singapore. I assumed the prosecutors fabricated the South Africa story because that

country has no extradition treaty with the United States, therefore strengthening the implication

that I would flee there.The South Africa gambit was the first of a series of inaccurate

statements that the prosecutors would use to mislead the court throughout the trial. Winning at

all costs was all they cared about.I had never been in a courtroom before and believed that you

could not tell a lie there, especially if you were a federal official.If defendants or their attorneys

lie, they can be prosecuted for perjury or disbarred. What about the prosecution? Do they get a

free pass? It seemed that way to me.Was this fair? Was this just? Would prosecutors cheat

and lie in this way to get convictions? Were they accountable? To whom?Judge Douglas Eaton

set my bail at $100 million, secured by $20 million in assets and guaranteed by five other

people. The bail was the highest in U.S. history. Even Bernie Madoff, who voluntarily admitted

to a Ponzi scheme totaling billions of dollars, was granted bail of $10 million!Among those who

guaranteed my bail was Geoff Canada, head of the Harlem Children’s Zone, which runs a

chartered school, after-school organizations, and other support programs for the



underprivileged. If I fled the country, he would lose everything. Geoff told the media, “I have not

had a moment’s doubt, knowing Raj and his character. I am not worried at all.” He was right. I

was not going to flee the country. I was going to fight for my innocence.The context of the times

and the prevailing sentiment in the country in October 2009 are important to understand: There

had to be a fall guy and I was it. The US and global financial systems were reeling. Millions of

Americans lost their homes and their life savings. Institutions including Lehman Brothers, Bear

Stearns, Fannie Mae, AIG, and Freddie Mac either had filed for bankruptcy or lost over 90

percent of their market value. An estimated $7 trillion in U.S. household assets were wiped out,

and things kept getting worse.The SEC had ignored a decade’s warnings about Bernie Madoff

and his massive Ponzi scheme, the largest financial fraud in U.S. history, which resulted in

widespread investor losses of more than $18 billion. Ironically, Madoff was actually an insider,

having served as vice chairman of National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), the

predecessor to the current FINRA, the largest securities industry regulator authorized by

Congress. Bernie Madoff was actually once one of our top securities regulators.The country

was hostile to Wall Street, but not one single person from the big banks was prosecuted. Why?

The administration fearing an economic domino impact eventually acquiesced to the notion

that major banks were “too big to fail.” Yet the public and the media were clamoring for

blood.Wall Street professionals (bankers, financiers, lenders, investors, and so forth) have

historically been used as scapegoats by politically ambitious New York prosecutors, like Rudy

Giuliani and Elliot Spitzer, who later became mayor and governor of New York, respectively.

They built their reputations on supposedly bashing greed.The current U.S. attorney, Preet

Bharara, took a leaf from Giuliani’s playbook in prosecuting the mob: charge the target; make

him do the perp walk; threaten him with expanded superseding indictments; intimidate and

charge family members; flip other defendants; offer plea bargains; use coerced testimony;

manipulate the media with damaging leaks of information; and paint the defendant in the worst

possible light. I was about to get a brutal lesson in how an ambitious US attorney could use

everything at his disposal—ethical or not—to win at all costs. Although I was initially charged

for insider trading in eight stocks, the indictment against me was expanded to thirty-four stocks,

and during the trial, it was yet again arbitrarily reduced to nine stocks—this time adding

Goldman Sachs.Bharara was the master of playing the news media. Press leaks to friendly

reporters were designed to inflame the public and weaken my resolve to resist. The public was

reminded by the constant stream of leaks from “reliable government sources” or “people

familiar with the government investigation.” Week after week, reporters breathlessly reported

how the government unearthed the largest insider trading ring with headline stories that read

like prosecutorial briefs explaining to the public why I was guilty. These stories continued

without interruption for several years, well after I had arrived in prison.The prosecutors, with

either the blessing or the blind eye of the press, were given carte blanche to take whatever

action they deemed fit. The media simply looked on or compounded the prosecutions’

messaging, become something of a hermetic cycle. The resulting mob hysteria only

encouraged Preet Bharara to mount and then intensify the witch hunt, devastating many

people’s lives. A series of sensational and ill-founded prosecutions followed, with over eighty

consecutive convictions or guilty pleas. To achieve these results, Preet Bharara found it

expedient and was allowed a free pass to change the rules in the middle of the game,

effectively and dramatically expanding the scope of criminal law to include harmless trading

practices. Bharara routinely engaged in questionable ethical practices as he pursued victory at

any cost.A few weeks before the Galleon case, Preet Bharara hired a new head of public

relations, Ellen Davis. She quickly expanded the public relations group of the U.S. Attorney’s



Office from three to fourteen professionals. With a long history in the television business, she

used her producer’s skills and well-honed sense of drama to the Justice Department’s

advantage.This was no longer about justice; this was about creating a public relations win for

the government, which was still reeling from criticisms about its handling of the economic crisis.

Many in the press became tools of the government’s prosecutorial efforts and propaganda

campaign to distract public attention from the mortgage crisis, the Troubled Asset Relief

Program (TARP), and the administration’s lack of progress in addressing the systemic causes

of the economic crisis.A particular favorite journalist for the government’s bully pulpit was

Susan Pulliam of the Wall Street Journal. Pulliam spent the months leading to my trial writing a

series of headline-grabbing articles on the Galleon case based on “sources close to the

government investigation.” She contacted many friends and colleagues during the early days

but refrained from writing anything positive they said about me. She even had the temerity to

leave messages on my phone, none of which I returned.Other reporters who in theory act as

watchdogs for the public seemed simply overwhelmed by the level of detail and unable to keep

up with the deluge of information. For example, the indictment asserted that I had bought four

hundred thousand shares of Hilton in the Galleon Technology Fund “whose stated mandate

was to invest in the technology sector.” There is only one obvious implication to be gleaned

from that comment: my trades were illegal. However, even a casual reading of the Fund’s

prospectus would show that while the Fund’s primary mandate was to invest in the technology

sector, up to 25 percent of its assets could be invested in nontechnology as a diversification

strategy. In fact, for the five years ending October 2009, between 15 and 20 percent of the

Galleon Technology Fund’s assets were invested in nontechnology stocks, including Pepsi

Cola, Exxon Mobil, Pfizer, Amgen, JP Morgan, and the like. Not one reporter mentioned this; all

chose, instead, to parrot the prosecutor’s assertions and innuendos.That first day was

exhausting. Weariness had crept into my brain, my limbs, my veins. I finally returned home at

about 7:00 p.m. There were no photographers hovering around at the court. There were no

photographers waiting for me at home. It appeared that sensationalist news coverage had

called it a day. I walked in through the door to the apartment and found it full of people—my

parents, brothers, sisters, a few friends. All of them concerned for me. I had dinner, said

goodnight, and went into the bedroom to begin to unravel the day’s events and figure out what

was going on.As I read the indictment later that night, I felt that the government had

deliberately blurred the lines between legitimate research and insider trading. I felt like I had

been tried, convicted, and sentenced even before I fully understood what my alleged crimes

were. Every trade in the eight stocks of the original indictment was supported by detailed

written analyses by competent Galleon analysts. We were rigorous in our research. Even more

insidiously and as importantly, the indictment showed the government to be cherry picking

snippets from secretly wiretapped conversations to paint a picture that was radically removed

from reality.A particularly egregious example on the indictment was my comment on a

recorded call to Danielle Chiesi, another portfolio manager to “keep it radio silent.” Taken out of

context, the implication from the prosecution that we were agreeing to keep information secret

and even more insidious was that the information was not public. The reality could not have

been more mundane: Dani called me late in the evening as I relaxed with my family to tell me

she had heard from “her guy” that Akamai, a content delivery company, was going “to guide

down.” I told her that we already know that and had already accumulated a short position on

Akamai. Typically, professional money managers hold information about their short positions

close to the chest; I realized as soon as my words were out that I had made a mistake. It was in

this context that I told Dani to keep it radio silent. A simple comment to gloss over my own error



was seized upon by the prosecution and blown up as a flagrant example of my own criminality.

My trading was based on the written, and therefore, transparent, recommendations of our

analysts. In law, they say that documents do not have a character test. Prosecutors had access

to all these documents and yet they chose to ignore them all.In the blink of eye, my life had

undergone an unexpected, seismic change—a black swan. I had no idea what the world had in

store for me: the threats, the innuendos, the judgment.Chapter 2My Early YearsIwas born on

June 15th, 1957, in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, a teardrop-shaped island that drops off

the southern tip of India into the Indian Ocean. I was the eldest son, but not the eldest child, in

a loving rambunctious family of five children. We followed in the tradition and spirit of my father

and my grandfather, both the eldest sons, which provided us all with a sense of obligation and

responsibility.My father was a self-made man. He graduated from the University of Sri Lanka

and then earned a scholarship to study accounting in England. Five years later, he returned to

Sri Lanka with my mother and just one month later, I was born. They made the journey from

London during a particularly turbulent time when the Suez Canal was closed and the ship

detoured around the Cape of Good Hope in Africa.Hardworking and ambitious, my father

quickly climbed the corporate ladder. By the time he was in his late thirties, he was CEO of the

Sri Lankan operations of the Singer Company, an American multinational firm. In that era, the

Singer sewing machine was ubiquitous throughout the world, especially in Asia. Many Asian

families worked hard to buy a sewing machine. Almost every woman in this era learned to sew.

Owning a Singer sewing machine was considered a sign of wealth and social status. Look into

the family paraphernalia from the 1950s through the 1970s of any South Asian family and you

would be sure to find a Singer sewing machine.My father moved rapidly up the corporate

ranks, retiring as regional head of the far east region for the Singer Company. He was

remarkably confident, with a strong streak of independence. He lived a principled life that

included a generous commitment to helping the underprivileged.My mother went to college,

which was somewhat of a rarity in those days, as South Asian families, like others around the

world, sought marriage—not college—for their daughters. She majored in biology and zoology

and was on course to go on to medical college. That was before she met my father. Things

changed after they met and she put aside her academic aspirations when she accepted his

hand in marriage and accompanied him to England to support his education in

accountancy.My mother considered learning to be one of her personal priorities. Education

remained a key part of her outlook on life, and she transferred that passion to her five children.

I have fond memories of her sitting with me for hours, explaining the intricacies of the human

heart or helping unravel mathematical problems.Education would dictate many of my parents’

decisions for each of us. It was the cornerstone value in our lives, passed down from my

grandparents. Living in a village in the northern part of Sri Lanka, my paternal grandfather had

been the headmaster of the local boys’ school, while my grandmother was the headmistress of

the local girls’ school. Their passion for education led them to encourage each of their six

children to attend college, including their only daughter, a highly unusual choice at that time.

Three of their children would become teachers, including their daughter.Poignantly, perhaps

ruefully, my grandfather told me once that he wished he had not educated just one of his

children, for that way he would have had one child stay with him in the village, working as a

farmer, and looking after him in his twilight years. Then he quickly let me know that he was “just

talking,” for his pride in his children and their accomplishments would always overcome the

fleeting but real loneliness of age.My grandfather’s sentiments would later have a big impact on

me. When my own parents were older and needed support, I made sure they lived with me in

New York, in an apartment next door to my own. My father had the independence he could not



live without, and I had daily access to my parents and peace of mind knowing they had

everything they needed.My maternal grandparents were landowners and farmers. They had

three daughters, of which my mother was the eldest and first to go to college. Kind and caring,

my maternal grandfather’s great source of pride was that his three daughters had married well,

a mark of achievement for Asian families at that time.A fiercely determined and strong man, my

maternal grandfather was very protective of his girls and once grabbed one of his sons-in-law,

lifting him and hanging him over the balcony for yelling at his daughter. He bought his first car

when he was in his seventies and got his driver’s license at the age of seventy-seven after

three attempts. Once when I visited him, he insisted on driving me to the bus stop in the town

to catch a bus back to Colombo. It was such a wonderful gesture that I will always cherish, but

also the scariest ride of my life! My grandfather’s face was just a foot away from the wheel and

my grandmother pointed out the cows and pedestrians randomly crossing the road and

oncoming vehicles coming at us from the opposite direction.As children growing up in

Colombo, we would make the eight-hour trip to the north during the Christmas holidays to visit

both our maternal and paternal grandparents. For months we would look forward to these trips.

Once there, we would help with chores, milking the goats and collecting eggs from the

chickens. We would head to the seashore early in the morning to buy the freshest catch from

the night fishermen, who were just returning from the sea. We would have long conversations

with our grandparents, and they would ask challenging questions, always encouraging us to be

curious and thoughtful. I always enjoyed listening to stories about our ancestors and meeting

other relatives who lived in the village. There was a quiet dignity about those in the village that I

found admirable. Whenever I returned to Sri Lanka as an adult, I always made a point of

visiting our grandparents, who all lived well into their eighties.I have only the fondest memories

of the Sri Lanka of my youth—the country was warm in spirits as was its weather. A small,

teardrop-shaped island off the coast of India, Sri Lanka was a panoramic blend of beautiful

sandy beaches, scenic rolling hills, and a variety of manicured tea plantations, coconut estates,

rain forests, rivers, waterfalls, and more beaches. Marco Polo, on his way back from China,

referred to the Island as “Serendip.” Horace Walpole, the English philosopher coined the word

“Serendipity” after reading Marco Polo’s description of this beautiful country. The island was

colonized over a period of three hundred years by the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the British,

all of whom referred to the country as “Serendib,” “Ceylan,” and finally as “Ceylon.”Sri Lanka,

which was formalized as the country’s name in 1972 with the adoption of the constitution, has

always been a multiethnic society, its people accustomed to integrating with foreigners

throughout the past few centuries. The three main groups of people, the Sinhalese, Tamils and

Muslims, the majority of whom all migrated from ancient India, historically lived through periods

of harmony interspersed with periods of conflict.It was during my teenage years that the turmoil

between the majority Sinhalese and the Tamils began to grow. This turmoil, fanned by

extremists on both sides, led to an almost thirty-year civil war resulting in over sixty thousand

deaths. It wreaked havoc in the country during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.But this is not how

I grew up. We were unaware of differences between the Sinhalese, Tamils, and Muslims.

Whether people were Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim or not was irrelevant as long as they could play

a pick-up game of cricket down the street. As children, we all played together and went to

school together, and though we did have separate classes, the playground was the melting pot.

At home, everyone was welcome to visit and stay as long as they liked. This early spirit of

inclusion remains my foundation, the core of my values, and throughout my life, I have enjoyed

friendships with people from all over the world.The fabric of Sri Lankan culture is close-knit,

with interwoven connections of family and friends, and it is very family-centric. The grown-ups



would gather in the evenings to play badminton or to play cards on the veranda or simply to

have a drink and chat; the children would be outside playing any game—cricket, marbles, tag,

lizard-catching—until the sun set.I loved my childhood. It was idyllic. We had a wide range of

family friends and a large extended family. We lived our life at a leisurely pace, savoring time,

enjoying friendships and family. The concept of racing from one adrenaline-filled rush of a day

folded into another, as I later lived my professional life in New York, was never part of the

lifestyle of my parents or my home in those days. We lived in a large colonial-style house with

manicured lawns and beautiful gardens tended by my mother.We also had mango, guava, and

sour billing fruit trees in our back garden. If the fruit man did not come, we would go to the

mango tree and pluck mangoes. If the mangoes were still green, we would cover the sour

slices with salt and chili peppers. If the mangoes were too ripe, we would squeeze the flesh

into pulp inside the skin, make a small hole, and drink the juice.Sundays were beach days. My

family and five others would all pile into our cars, trunks filled with food that had been cooked

since dawn, and drive to the long, empty beaches outside Colombo, with coconut fronds to

provide any protection from the hot sun. The mothers would set up umbrellas and sheets and

settle in for a long day of chatting and card playing. The fathers would also join in the

conversation, which would always involve gossip, ribald humor, and hearty laughter.The twenty

or so other children and I would largely ignore the grown-ups and spend the day playing our

own games, whether it was cricket or sandcastle building. Every game would invariably end

with our racing into the surf and diving, laughing, through the waves. With plenty of fun and

food, we were all happy and relaxed.It was those beach Sundays spent in the safety and

comfort of family and friends, with the freedom to play for hours with other children, that left me

with a deep and abiding love of water. On many occasions, having to deal with various life

events, I would walk for long hours along the beach in an effort to gain clarity. As a young man,

I was grateful that Sussex University was right by the sea; I proposed to my wife having dinner

on a boat on Lake Geneva; I got married on a boat that went around Manhattan; and my home

in New York overlooks the East River.Over the years, I have come to cherish this style of large

family and friend get-togethers and have done my best to replicate them. When I had children

of my own, we often vacationed in the Caribbean with other friends and family. Many

weekends, our home was filled with friends and their kids, relaxing and laughing.I also enjoyed

the warm monsoon rain season in Sri Lanka. While other mothers would call their children

indoors, my mother would encourage us to play in the rain. When we were drenched and had

enough, we would come back inside to warm baths, for which my mother had already heated

the water. While she was largely a traditional Sri Lankan mother, she had a quiet, independent

spirit.Night after night, my mother always told us stories; tales of our ancestors or old religious

myths, legends that inspired us to find courage, be brave and stand upright. One of my

favorites is called “Veerathai” (“Brave Mother”) in Tamil. The mother in the story learns that her

only son has been killed in battle. Refusing to wait until the body is returned to her, she rushes

instead to the battle site to confirm just one thing: whether the arrow had penetrated his chest

or his back. Finding that the arrow had pierced his heart, the mother is filled with tremendous

pride: her son had not run away from battle.As a young boy, I thought it odd that a mother

could possibly be happy about the death of her only son. My mother would lovingly and

patiently explain the moral until I finally understood that courage comes in many forms,

including standing up and facing adversity with dignity.There was another meaningful story

from my childhood that I carried with me through that time. It was a story of a South Indian

Tamil, King Kattabomman, an eighteenth-century ruler who was among the first to oppose

British rule in India. When the British wanted him to salute them, he refused and was



sentenced to death. Just before the execution, the British told him that if he saluted just once

they would spare him, but he refused and was hanged. As a young boy, I wondered why he did

not just salute. But over time, I learned more about his opposition to the British, and his

principled and defiant spirit continues to resonate with me.My parents stressed the importance

of doing well in school and made sure we got the best education available. I was a good

student, consistently among the top three students in my class. We had approximately thirty

boys in our class and we were ranked one to thirty. As an adult, I now wonder how the boy who

ranked thirty felt when he got his report card. The system was not always sensitive to children’s

feelings. The classes were segregated by language: I was with the Tamil boys, and there were

classes for Sinhalese boys as well as those who spoke English.Like all kids, we would eagerly

await the midmorning recess. We would either play a quick game of cricket or organize

wrestling matches. I enjoyed wrestling because I was taller and larger than most boys in my

Tamil section. We would soon be joined by boys in the Sinhala, as well as the English sections.

At the 10:30 a.m. morning break, pairs would be drawn between boys of similar size and

heights. Then we’d draw a circle in the dirt and begin to wrestle, surrounded and loudly

encouraged by our classmates. There were clear rules. No scratching or biting and no

wrestling when one of the boys had crossed the crease. I learned early and well the value of a

fair fight when opponents are suitably matched, and the rules are clear and fairly

observed.Listening to the radio was another source of entertainment in my childhood. Songs

by Tom Jones, Englebert Humperdinck, Frank Sinatra, and Elvis Presley were particularly

popular with the adults and played often in our homes. As a result, we knew most of the lyrics.

The more tragic or melodramatic the song, the more it was loved.Radio also brought us cricket

commentary. Sri Lankans, like most South Asians, were and are crazy about cricket. Perceived

as slow to many Americans, for those who know the game, cricket echoes the drama of life and

follows a rhythm of play that is subtle and nuanced. Understand cricket and understand life!

The thrills of victory, the details of each run, the courage of the batsman, the strategy of the

bowler, all relayed through the voice of the commentator, helped us “see” the match.

Sometimes the matches would last five days, and I would drop most things to stay close to the

radio dial.Unfortunately, childhood does not last. My own idyllic existence came to an abrupt

end when my parents decided to send me to boarding school in India at the age of eleven so

that I could study in English. In Sri Lanka, because both my parents were Tamil, it was

mandated that I would study in Tamil. Children of Sinhalese parents were taught in Sinhalese,

while Muslim children and those of mixed or European heritage were placed into English-

speaking classes. Although I studied in English from the age of eleven, Tamil is the only

language I speak without an accent.My father’s decision proved prescient. Three years later, in

1972, he was promoted to a regional post in Singapore and the whole family moved there with

him. Thereafter, every three years or so, the family moved to a different country (United States,

India, Thailand, and then back to Singapore) as my father was given increasing responsibility

at Singer. There are specific times in everyone’s life that are seismic events. Going to boarding

school at so young an age and essentially learning to fend for myself was such an event.From

the onset, I did not like boarding school. I survived the first year by reliving stories and

memories from home. I was just eleven years old. I missed my family, my relatives, and my

friends. I missed the food, the music, and the beach. No more spicy chicken or meat curry, no

more long hours on the beach, and certainly no listening to music; the teachers did not allow

music in the dorm rooms. I even missed the smell of rotting fruit we knocked down from the

trees in our backyard. I did not mind the sparse and drab living conditions, but I found the

regimented routine at boarding school rigid and stifling, with too many rules and excessive



supervision.I persevered. I endured. And I never once complained to my parents. My mother

may have understood how much I missed her because when I got ready to go back to school

after any particular holiday, she would always say that of all her children, she was most

confident in my ability to handle anything that came my way.Eventually, like the children of

many career expatriate families, I went to boarding school in England. A boarding school

education in the United Kingdom remains a common choice among many Sri Lankan families,

who prize education above all else. As a result, I spent most of my preteen to teenage years at

boarding schools in India and England. For the entire time I was in boarding school, my mother

wrote to me every week, no matter where she was in the world. Her enduring, thoughtful love

was a source of strength for me.After graduating from high school, I went to Sussex University.

After the stifling daily regimen of boarding school and its pervasive and stuffy environment,

Sussex and life at university was simply refreshing. I had learned to be disciplined on my own

terms and loved the freedom and flexibility of campus life. Here I was, a normal college

student, enjoying college life to the fullest. Sussex was one of the more left-leaning universities

in the mid-1970s. As a result, the university attracted a liberal and international student body.I

had done well in mathematics and sciences throughout boarding school, and at Sussex, I

majored in engineering. However, I soon realized that hard-core engineering was not my

passion. There was no room for creative thought. I added operations research as a minor.

Operations research is the science of applying mathematics to solving real-world business

problems.Socially, I flourished at Sussex. The group of international students at the university

was large and diverse. I was surprised to meet a large group of Sri Lankans, most of whom

had similar backgrounds to mine. Some of them remain my closest friends to this

day.Compared to boarding school, my daily life at Sussex was unfettered. I woke up just in time

for lectures, which were always held in the mornings, leaving my afternoons free for long hours

at the gym. I spent a lot of time playing racquet sports: badminton, squash, tennis, and

especially table tennis. I enjoyed the one-on-one competition, and I began to represent Sussex

University at varsity level table tennis. Our four-person team won the British interuniversity

championship in each of the years that I was at Sussex.In the evenings, we moved to the pub,

where we would spend long hours discussing the stuff of college life: politics, current events,

and sports. The conversations ranged from deeply philosophical to ridiculous and everything in

between. The campus had seven or eight bars, and we frequented many of them. There was a

lot to discuss in the England of the late 1970s. The gay rights movement was growing, and

apartheid was being challenged in South Africa.Thursday and Friday nights found us at the

campus disco, the Crypt. The movie Saturday Night Fever had come out a few years earlier,

and many budding John Travoltas appeared on the dance floor. We fell in love; we won at love;

we lost at love. I was in my element. It was magical, much like my early years in Sri Lanka,

albeit with obvious differences.Despite the freedom and enjoyment of Sussex, I experienced

racism too. England in the 1970s was going through tough times, with stagnating wages and

high unemployment. Many working-class Britons resented the fact that immigrants from South

Asia were taking their jobs, a sentiment exploited by the ultra-right-wing National Front Party,

whose platform proposed that all South Asians be deported. Gangs of Neo-Nazi skinheads

roamed the streets, intimidating and beating up South Asians.As a first-year student at Sussex,

I visited my uncle, who was living in Greater London, in an area with lots of immigrants. While

we were walking on the street, we were aggressively pushed aside by a group of skinheads.

We stood, fought back intensely, but in the end, we were outnumbered and received a good old-

fashioned beating. The skinheads ran away just as the local Pakistani and Indian shopkeepers

in the area came out to help. The shopkeepers told me that this particular group of skinheads



routinely harassed them and stole from their stores.When I was a young boy in Sri Lanka, one

of the neighborhood kids, a couple of years older than I was, would bully us all mercilessly. One

day, I threw chili powder in his eyes and made him cry. From then on, he stopped bullying us.

Years later, in London, I began to carry chili powder in my pocket to protect myself. Luckily, I

never had to use it.My father taught me never to throw the first punch, but if anyone else did, I

should never back down. To this day, I have followed his advice.By the time I graduated from

Sussex University in 1980, there were signs of racial tensions in Sri Lanka between the

majority Sinhalese and the minority Tamil communities. This would later turn into a brutal

twenty-five-to-thirty-year war, which officially ended only in 2009 after more than sixty thousand

people had been killed.In 1980, going back to Sri Lanka and working as an engineer was not

an option. By this point, I was interested in business and applied to do an MBA in the U.S. I

was admitted to the MBA program at the Wharton School of Finance in Philadelphia. I

thoroughly enjoyed my time at Wharton: the professors were excellent; the students were very

smart and came from varied and interesting backgrounds; and the courses were challenging

and exciting. I became fascinated by finance, particularly international finance and investment.

I had found my passion. I did well at Wharton because I was really interested in the

coursework. Although not as carefree as my Sussex years, my time at Wharton was

intellectually very stimulating.Over the decades, I have kept in close contact with about thirty or

so classmates from Wharton. When I started Galleon and was looking for a trusted person to

manage everything other than the investment side, I chose a flatmate from International

House, a fellow Wharton MBA. Three other Wharton classmates have worked with me at

Galleon, all as senior portfolio managers. I have invested in two start-up companies headed by

classmates and invested in two real estate ventures as partners with other classmates. The

Wharton connection has been very important.In May, 1983, I graduated from Wharton with an

MBA in finance and accepted a job with Chase Manhattan Bank, to start in the fall of that year.

Taking advantage of my last long summer holiday, I returned to Sri Lanka. In July, a small

incident between the army and the Tamils turned into an island-wide riot, leaving over two

thousand Tamils dead. That day and night of inhuman rioting marked the beginning of a thirty-

year civil war.I was in Colombo at the time, staying with my uncle. On that one night at the end

of July, Sinhalese gangs raged from house to house, looting and beating up Tamils. My aunt

and younger cousins hid next door with a Sinhalese family while my uncle, a few male cousins,

and I stayed back with sticks and knives, prepared to defend our home. Although the crowd

attacked many Tamil houses on the street, our house was spared.I left Sri Lanka in July 1983,

sad that I felt unsafe in my own country. I did not return to Sri Lanka for ten years.I returned to

the U.S. and applied for citizenship. My deep love for the Sri Lanka of my early years would

remain, but I was deeply grateful to be back in the U.S., where my family and I had been

welcomed and were flourishing. In some ways, I would always remain an outsider here, but

America was my home, and I was going to make my life in New York City.New York has given

me the same liberty it has afforded generations of immigrants: the freedom to be true to

oneself. New York is defined as much by its newcomers as its natives, and I hoped to spend

my life in New York. I started from nothing when I arrived in New York. My philosophy was to

work hard, never give up, and learn to overcome the obstacles I would encounter along the

way.Despite all the contradictions of our island, I, like many Sri Lankans living abroad, feel a

deep attachment to the country. There are volumes written about the origins of the ethnic and

religious divisions in Sri Lanka and how these have played out through each generation. I will

say just one thing: the politics of ethnicity and religion will always be fueled by two factors—

ignorance and poverty.Over the years, I have supported the development of orphanages,



schools, and medical facilities in Sri Lanka. Two particular experiences stand out. Once when I

was visiting a war-torn area of the country. I witnessed several children, each of who had only

one leg, playing in a village. It was then that I understood firsthand the devastating impact of

land mines on the civilian population. Children were particularly vulnerable as they walked to

school and back. Because of the land mines, no area was safe for them to run around and play.

With others, I helped provide funding to identify land mines using specially trained dogs from

the U.S.I established an annual scholarship for four or five students from less developed

countries to study in America. After a thorough review of many applications by a third party,

one of the first recipients was a very well qualified Sri Lankan student who happened to be

Sinhalese. He arrived at Wharton from Sri Lanka and flourished. He did his summer internship

at Galleon. After completing his MBA from Wharton, he returned to Sri Lanka to make

important contributions of his talent and skills. The scholarship remains ongoing and has

already supported the education of many talented students from less developed countries.

Over the years, at least twenty college students of Sri Lankan origin from all three major ethnic

groups have had summer internships at Galleon.In 2004, I was vacationing with my family in

the south of Sri Lanka when a tsunami demolished whole swathes of land, destroying homes

and people in a horrific moment of total and unimaginable terror. Over forty thousand people

lost their lives; I observed the destruction firsthand. Many fishermen were left homeless, and I

was grateful that I could help them rebuild their homes, regardless of their ethnicity.To this day,

I feel like both an insider and an outsider in Sri Lanka. In the past two decades, whenever I

have visited the country, I look down as the plane is about to land and feel a powerful

connection to the place where I was born. I did not live in Sri Lanka during those key years of

the war; I have no real firsthand understanding of what the people in the country endured. This

has made me somewhat of an outsider. The Sri Lanka of my early years is a long-held

memory. The land of my birth will always hold a special place for me.Chapter 3My Early

CareerBy the time I graduated Wharton in May 1983, I wanted to work in the finance industry,

with the goal of eventually moving back to Asia. I took my first step in that direction at Chase

Manhattan Bank.At Chase, all associates were inducted into the analytical process through an

approximately nine-month credit training program. In the 1980s, this program was regarded as

one of the best training courses in banking; the selection process was tough and mine was a

diverse group. Essentially, the program was a full-time class, only we were paid to learn rather

than the other way around. The Chase program was so well respected that as soon as trainees

finished the program, headhunters would begin calling. We were first-round picks for jobs at

other institutions. There were over one hundred students in my class, and I would guess that

about 30 percent left the bank within a year or two of completing the program.We were taken

through rigorous financial and cash flow analysis, with the specific emphasis on applying these

financial tools to understanding the credit worthiness of a business. The training was valuable

and a perfect complement to the skills honed at Wharton. In business school, the emphasis

was on viewing a business from a corporate, management standpoint—the fundamentals of

running a business. Credit training taught us to drill into and analyze every number; as

analysts, we were trained to peel away every layer of a company to get to as much granularity

as possible. The mornings were focused on classroom training and the afternoons were

devoted to hands-on credit analysis with a lending officer in the corporate bank. We got to see

the result of our analysis in real time.
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Vince Stander, “A horror story about our judicial system. Having known Raj for almost 30 years

as a business associate, I can't think of a man who is more honorable, charitable and honest

than anyone I have met. Irony is that Raj had the smartest analysts on wall street working in

his office for Galleon and he did not need a third rate snitch to bring him any new information.

Also little is known that Raj and his family have helped hundreds of thousands men, women

and children through his charitable giving. I hope this story is only the beginning of redemption.

The US Govt owes Raj 50 years of his life, 10 for him, 10 for his wife that bravely stood by him

every single day, and 10 each for his incredibly resilient and successful children. Oh and lets

not forget the 150M in fines plus the money he could have made in those 10 years. The trial

has just begun.”

GREG M, “Great book. I remember reading about Raj during the financial crisis and was so

intrigued by the story. He had the largest bail in US History, $100 million I believe. When I saw

the book on preorder i couldnt passup and was eager to read.Great book and very simple, not

too much complex financial jargon which was a relief! Uneven Justice is a story of life,

character, adversity and family. Raj is the American Dream...an Immigrant who arrived here

with nothing who rose to the top of one our countries most competitive and exclusive

industries. Very inspiring. The subject is timely as Criminal Justice Reform needs to be taken

seriously and Raj is exactly the guy to bring to next level and get results. Hopefully this book

can help bring about some change and prosecutors, fbi agents and the media can be

applauded for their integrity and equally held accountable for their misdeeds.”

Christopher S, “Great read for those interested in both Criminal Justice and Hedge Funds. This

book is a MUST READ. Not only was it a page turner, it was informative and in depth look into

one of the worlds most successful investors and also the inner workings of our Criminal

Justice System and how little checks and balances there really are. I wasn't sure what to



expect with this book but only hope, faith and courage transmitted from the pages which was

refreshing. Scary, definitely eye opening and really left me scratching my head... conversations

need to be had about abuses and overreach committed by prosecutors, the FBI and DOJ.

Hopefully this can gets peoples attention. Overall great book and perfect holiday gift!”

movsrus, “Well worth the time to read. Very good read. Rajaratnam was abused by the US

Attorney SDNY, the FBI and the DOJ. He spent 50 million on his defense, paid 150 million in

fines and did 7 years in jail because he couldn't beat the government in a rigged trial. This is

just another example of why government and its minions are not your friend and why it is best

to keep your back to the wall and your focus on them should you have the misfortune of having

to deal with them.Like rats scurrying on the deck of a sinking ship the behavior of 3 of the

prosecution attorneys who left the SDNY for fat cat corner offices at big buck NY law firms

show this was all a way for them to enrich themselves. Hopefully they will choke on the money.”

Joseph A. Cari, Jr., “Insights. The author adds insightful commentary about the Federal

Criminal System and his suggestions of how to improve the system have merit and should be

explored.”

Grace Holder, “Good picture of criminal justice. Rajaratnam presents a clear and accurate

picture of how criminal justice operates. Ironically he attributes all the injustice dealt out to one

rouge politically motivated prosecutor. He seems unaware that the injustice that he and others

suffered is the norm and the ethical and humble prosecutor is the exception. He also seems

unaware that thousands prosecuted in state courts and unable to afford counsel also have no

ability to enjoy their constitutional right to a fair trial as they are greatly outspent by the

prosecution and evidence unhelpful to the prosecution is kept hidden. It is also ironic that the

poor who are prosecuted in the state courts are also unaware that injustice is meted out even

to the rich in the federal courts. The only commonality is the single minded desire of the

prosecution to win.Nonetheless, the book is a good read and a must read for your average

citizen who will sit on a jury in the future and take the prosecution’s evidence at face value.”

Suth Kumar, “Eye opening. An enlightening read. Raj sheds much needed light on the black

box that is the capital markets, in addition to a very rare and unique perspective on the inner

workings of the justice system. Came away with many learnings combined with respect and

admiration for his journey and courage. That said, felt the repetitive character assassinations

overplayed the victim card, ultimately undermining the impact of his story and message.”

Rukshian Balasubramaniam, “Truth Comes Out. Amazing book brings out the the truth in the

American Justice System”

The book by Raj Rajaratnam has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 88 people have provided feedback.
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